**DAY 4**

*Today*
*Our Focus is PEACE BUILDING*

- He Represents the very Best of what it means to be a LEADER.
- We Link the TRUTH COMMISSION to Amnesty
- A Human Being
- He’s an Amazing human Being
- A CONVERSATION
- TRUTH COMMISSION
- ANC Leadership
- ANC Security Members had violated Human Rights
- Kill the Leadership
- Disrupt the Liberation Movements
- ANC Torture
- TAKING RESPONSIBILITY.
- We need to Return-to-the country and emerge w/clean hands.
- My Mother...
- Facing each other.
- Very deep, Passionate DEBATE.

- ANC
- REGIME
- Deep Moral Questions
- Voices and Tears of South Africa.
- STRIKES
- Stories
- We need a truth commission

---

Diana Arsenian